
Thirsty Elephant
Age group: 2 - 8
English level: Zero to intermediate
Resources: (elephant vocabulary and rhyme cards)
Preparation time: Coffee break or none.
Skills used: Pronunciation
Lesson objective: Use the rhyme to practice 
pronunciation of ‘th’ ‘sh’, and to imitate the rhythm of 
English. 

Pre-lesson preparation

Optional:
Print and cut out elephant vocabulary cards, rhyme cards

Lesson plan

Slowly reveal the elephant card, and encourage students to guess the animal. As a group, practice saying 
the word ‘elephant’, drawing attention to the shape of your lips as you pronounce the word. Show the 
elephant vocabulary cards one by one and practice repeating the key vocabulary ‘trunk’ ‘feet’ ‘water’ 
‘squirt’. 

Chant the rhyme, showing the rhyme cards. Then leave the rhyme cards on display, and chant the rhyme 
with the actions. Encourage students to join in. Once students are familiar with the rhyme, have them 
stand in a circle and choose one student to be the ‘elephant’ in the middle of the circle. Chant the rhyme 
and encourage everyone to do the actions. At the end, the ‘elephant’ may choose one student to ‘squirt’ 
with imaginary water. That student then becomes the next elephant. In between repetitions of the rhyme, 
draw attention to any difficult words and practice them slowly and chorally. Make sure that students can 
see the shape of your mouth as your pronounce the sounds. It may be helpful to have a mirror in the 
classroom, so that students can see the shapes of their own mouths as they are pronouncing the words. 

Follow up activities:
Children who are able to use dice, draw, and name some body parts can do the activity ‘build an 
elephant’.

Take-home explanation

Dear Families, 
Today we learned the rhyme ‘This Thirsty Elephant’. We practiced pronouncing ‘th’ and ‘sh’. 

This thirsty elephant waves his trunk
Stamps his feet with a thump, thump, thump

Drinks from the water cool and clear
Then lifts up his trunk and squirts whoever’s near!

Have fun practicing this rhyme at home! 

Best wishes, 
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